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Résumé. 2014 Le diagramme de phases composition-température du système AOT-eau-décane présente
une ligne de points critiques. Nous avons examiné le comportement critique de ce système en fonction
de deux paramètres qui contrôlent les interactions entre gouttelettes E/H, à savoir la température
et le rapport eau sur savon. Le comportement critique est étudié à l’aide de la diffusion de la lumière.
Nos résultats indiquent un comportement de type liquide-gaz. Ils sont en bon accord avec les théories
du groupe de renormalisation pour les phénomènes critiques.

Abstract. 2014 The phase diagram composition-temperature of the AOT-water-decane system presents
a line of critical points. This line has been approached along two paths which control the interactions
between W/O droplets. The two parameters investigated are the temperature and the water over
surfactant ratio. The critical behaviour has been followed by using light scattering. The data indicate
a liquid-gas type behaviour and are in good agreement with the renormalization group theories
for critical phenomena. 
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1. Introduction.

Over the last few years a large number of papers have been devoted to the experimental study
of critical phenomena in mixtures involving surfactants. Two-, three-, four-, and even five-
component systems were investigated [1-14]. The current experimental interest mainly arises
from the intricate results obtained so far. For some systems, experimental data are in good
agreement with those predicted by the renormalization group theories while for other ones,
there is evidence for a more complex behaviour. In some cases, the transition is discussed in
terms of a liquid-gas transition due to interactions between micelles. Indeed both experimental
and theoretical [15-18] results have pointed out the importance of the interactions between
water in oil droplets on the stability of oil rich microemulsions. Up to now, most of the papers
have dealt with quaternary mixtures made of water-oil-surfactant-alcohol. It has been shown
that when interactions become strongly attractive, there is evidence for a critical behaviour
from light scattering [8, 11]. This critical-like behaviour is far from being fully understood. A
better knowledge of this phenomenon requires further studies on simpler systems. This prompts
us to investigate a ternary system whose structure is described as a dispersion of water in oil
droplets in interaction. The system chosen is made of AOT-water-decane.

Previous studies by light and neutron scattering have clearly indicated the existence of water
droplets dispersed in a continuous oil phase for the water-oil-AOT systems [19-26]. Furthermore
these results have shown unambiguously that the size of the water droplets increases with the
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ratio of water to AOT in the system. Within the past few years a critical behaviour has been
observed by light and neutron scattering in the AOT-water-decane system as temperature is
varied [5-7]. Besides it has been found that in this system an increase in attraction between droplets
is achieved either by raising temperature [18] or by increasing the water over surfactant ratio
at fixed temperature [26].
Our interest in this paper has been in the study by light scattering of the critical behaviour

along these two paths. This study allows us to confirm the existence of an apparent field variable
recently evidenced in quaternary mixtures [10]. This field variable is the water over surfactant
ratio.

Because the phase equilibria of surfactant mixtures are generally very complicated, the know-
ledge of the evolution of the phase boundaries with composition and temperature is a fundamen-
tal step toward the understanding of the physical properties of these systems. Therefore, before
discussing our light scattering results, we present in the first part the phase diagram of the sys-
tem studied

2. Phase diagram.

The phase diagram has been constructed according to a procedure previously described [16].
The surfactant AOT was supplied by FLUKA and the decane was a 99 % labef product from
FLUKA. Purification of AOT was made according to the procedure described by H. Kunieda and
K. Shinoda [27].

In some conditions, we have observed that AOT undergoes hydrolysis and forms the ethyl
hexyl alcohol and sulfosuccinic acid. Gas chromatography has been used to detect the presence
of alcohol and to measure its concentration. After one month at 25 °C, less than 1 % of the AOT
surfactant was hydrolyzed This quantity increases rapidly as the temperature is raised. The kine-
tics of hydrolysis has been recently investigated [28]. Therefore, all our experiments were perform-
ed within one day after sample preparation.

Figure 1 shows the phase diagram of the AOT-H20-decane system at 25 °C. This diagram was
first established by Assih et al. [28]. At 25 °C, three one-phase regions are observed The region
richest in oil and AOT (region L2) is the inverted micellar domain. The mixtures observed in
region L1 are isotropic whereas those located in region LC are birefringent The essential feature

Fig. 1. - Phase diagram (expressed in weight) of the system AOT-water-decane at 25 ~C. The dashed
limits have not been determined precisely.
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of this diagram is the occurrence of a critical point on the demixing curve of the inverted micro-
emulsion domain (P~). The direct consequence of this critical point is the observation of a narrow
two-phase region (L2-L;) where two micellar phases are in equilibrium. Firstly, the critical com-
position has been determined by examination of the relative volumes of the phases which separate
in the very close vicinity of the coexistence curve. The point where the volumes are equal is the
closest to the critical point The critical composition has also been determined by measurements
of the intensity of light scattered by the mixtures located along the coexistence curve. The three
one-phase domains observed L2, L1 and LC are separated by two three-phase regions L2 L2
LC(t1) and L2 LC L1(t2). As temperature is varied, a line of lower critical points is generated in
the diagram composition-temperature. The composition of the critical point changes very little
when the critical temperature varies. By decreasing the temperature, the extent of the L2-L;
region decreases. At 20 ~C, both regions L2-L2 and t1 have disappeared The line of critical points
terminates in a lower critical end point The critical temperature and concentration may change
from batch to batch because of the effect of purity or degradation of AOT. At temperature below
20 ~C, the oil rich microemulsion domain is bounded by a two-phase region where the micro-
emulsion phase is in equilibrium with the mesomorphic LC phase.

3. Results and discussion.

The determination of the phase diagram of the AOT-water-decane system at several tempera-
tures has shown the existence of a line of lower critical points. Previously the critical behaviour
of this system has been investigated at one fixed composition by light and neutron scattering [5-7].
It has been found that the correlation length ~ measured by dynamic light scattering and the
forward intensity 1(0) diverge at the critical temperature Tc = 36.01 °C according to the power
laws ~ = ~ ~ and /(0) = loB-YwhereB = (Tc - T)/T~, v = 0.75, y = 1.22 and ~ = 12.2 A.
The values of v and ~o determined by neutron scattering [6] are in good agreement with those
measured by light [5]. The value of y determined by neutron (y = 1.61 ± 0.09) is significantly
larger than that measured by light
As mentioned above, we have investigated the critical behaviour of the AOT-water-decane

along two different paths which correspond to an increase of the attractions. The first one is
identical to that previously followed [5-7]. Along this first path, the critical point is approached
by raising the temperature at fixed composition. In the second approach, the temperature is held
constant and the water over surfactant ratio is varied. In both approaches to the critical point,
static and dynamic light scattering experiments were performed in the single phase domain.

3.1 CRITICAL BEHAVIOUR AT FIXED COMPOSITION. - In order to examine whether the critical

exponents were the same at different points of the line of critical points, we have performed light
scattering experiments at two critical temperatures different from those previously reported
in references [5] and [6]. The compositions of the two samples studied are given in table I. The
experimental set-up has been described elsewhere [8]. The angular dissymmetry of the total
scattered intensity was obtained by measurements at five angles ranging from 40° to 1400. 1 he
samples were held in sealed cylindrical glass cells, temperature was controlled within 0.01 ~C.
The scattered intensity was found to obey the Omstein-Zemike relation which is expected to be
valid in the critical region

where q is the scattering vector and ~ the correlation length of the concentration fluctuations.
Both ~ and I(0), which is proportional to the osmotic compressibility of the droplet microemul-
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Table I. - Compositions in weight of the two samples studied as a function of temperature and vr
}’ and ç 0 results.

(a) Light data from Ref. [5].
(b) Neutron data from Ref. [6].

sion, diverge at the two critical temperature studied The log-log plots of I(0) and ~ versus the
reduced temperature 8 = (7~ 2013 r)/T~ are shown in figure 2. The data are well fitted to power
laws : ’ 

. -

Fig. 2. - Correlation length ~ and total intensity 1(0) (in arbitrary units) versus the reduced temperature
E = (7~ 2013 T)/Tc or the reduced variable g = (Xc - X)/X~. Data (x) : the critical point is approached
along an isocomposition path by raising temperature; a) sample 2, T~ = 30.02 °C ; b) sample 1,
7~ = 26.30 °C. Data (0) : the critical point is approached along an isothermal path (T = 25.25 °C) by
varying X.
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The t index indicates that the critical point is approached in varying temperature. The values
obtained by a least square fitting procedure for 7~, the critical exponents vt and yt and the scale
factors ~o are listed in table I. The vt and yt values obtained at the two temperatures are very close
to each other and are also very close to those found at Tc = 36.01 °C [5]. Then in the range of
critical temperatures investigated, the critical exponents v, and }’, exhibit a weak temperature
dependence. It may be noted that our data confirm the difference, previously mentioned, bet-
ween the values of y measured by light and neutron. We do not presently understand the origin
of this difference. The large value of ~ suggests that the scale of the scattered units is not at the
molecular level but corresponds to an aggregate. Such large values of ~o have also been reported
in micellar and microemulsions systems [3, 5, 12]. The value of ~ increases with temperature.
Such variation likely reflects the increase of the range of attractions with temperature [18].
We have also measured on the same samples the autocorrelation function of the scattered light

In all cases, it was found a single exponential even near the critical point. From these measure-
ments we have deduced the linewidth r of the scattered light. Mode-mode coupling theory of
Kawasaki [29] gives a relation between the linewidth r and the scaled correlation length x = q~.

where" is the shear viscosity of the solution and R a constant equal to 1.16 in binary mixtures [30]
and which varies from 1.05 to 1.40 in pure fluids [30].
H(x) is the Kawasaki formula.

In order to test whether our results follow this formula we have measured the viscosity r~
of the microemulsion. q increases from 1.9 to 3.5 cp as temperature varies between 20 and 30 °C.
The reduced linewidth f*==f6 7c~/~ T q2 ver.sus q~ is plotted in figure 3. The full line is the
universal function R~l(q~)/q~, where ç is the correlation length measured from static data. A
value of R = 1.2 gives a very good agreement between experiments and theory. This value is
close to that previously reported [5].

Fig. 3. - Scaled linewidth r* as a function of q~ for different temperatures (sample 2, T c = 30.02 ~C).
~ is the correlation length measured in static experiments. The solid line is the Kawasaki curve for R = 1.2.
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3.2 CRITICAL BEHAVIOUR AT FIXED TEMPERATURE. - We have tried to approach the critical point
by varying the water over surfactant ratio at fixed volume fraction (l/JH20 + 4&#x3E;AOT = 12.7 %)
and fixed temperature T = 24.5 ~C. As the water over surfactant ratio (denoted by X in the fol-
lowing and expressed in weight) is larger than 1.595 a narrow two-phase region where two iso-
tropic microemulsions are in equilibrium is observed. It extends from X = 1.595 to X = 1.662.
The shape of the coexistence curve in the vicinity of the critical point has been determined by
composition analysis of the phases in equilibrium. The data show that the water over surfactant
ratio in the lower phase is equal to the value X of the overall mixture. The conservation of the X
ratio in the phases in equilibrium even far from the critical point is evidence that X behaves as
a field variable. This result confirms the generality of the field character of this variable in oil
rich microemulsions [10]. From phase composition data, it is also found that the difference in
decane concentrations di and d2 in the coexisting phases follows the power law ~ 2013 ~ ~ .6.8 -.
The index x indicates that the critical point is approached in varying x. e represents the distance
from the critical point and is defined as e = (Xc - Y)/~ Xc is the value of X at the critical
point (Xc = 1.595). The critical exponent Px is found to be 0.4 ± 0.05.
We have also performed light scattering experiments in the single phase domain as a function

of X along the path just above defined (l/JH20 + 4&#x3E;AOT = 12.7 %; T = 25.25 ~C). All the quanti-
ties measured, the correlation length ~, the intensity 1(0) and the linewidth of the scattered light r
show large variation as X is varied from 1.376 to 1.563; this latter value is that’of the critical
point In figure 2 are given in log-log plots the variations of ~ and 1(0) versus e the reduced value
of X. The data are well fitted to the power laws

with v, = 0.61 ± 0.06 and yx = 1.26 ± 0.10.
The v. and yx values are in good agreement with the Ising values. This result is in accordance

with the theoretical predictions of Griffiths and Wheeler [31] for ternary mixtures. In these sys-
tems, the Ising exponents are expected to be obtained as one imposes the condition of a constant
field and a constant density. This condition corresponds to path II, where the critical point is
approached by varying the field X at a fixed field (temperature) and a constant density (decane

Fig. 4. - Scaled linewidth F* as a function of q~ for different values of X (T = 25.25 oQ. The solid line
is the Kawasaki curve for R = 1.1.
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concentration). In the first path the critical point is approached at constant overall concentra-
tion as a function of temperature. In this case where one has a double density constraint (decane
and X concentrations). The exponents are expected to be renormalized by the 1/(1 - a) factor
(Fisher renormalization) [32]. The slightly higher value of v, found along the first path could be in
agreement with this renormalization (v/(l - a) = 0.72 with v = 0.63 and x = 0.1). Such
renormalized value has been found near an ordinary plait point of a ternary liquid mixture [33].
The reduced linewidths r * measured in the same set of samples are plotted versus q~ in order

to be compared to the Kawasaki equation. In these samples viscosity increases from 2.6 to 3.3 cp
as X varies from 1.376 to 1.56. Actually the experimental data are well fitted by the theoretical
curve in the vicinity of the critical point with R = 1.1 (Fig. 4). The systematic excess discrepancy
noticed far from Xc probably indicates the existence of a non-critical background contribution to
the dynamics of the concentration fluctuations. Indeed the size of the particles continuously
varies with X. The change in size is larger along the X scan than what has been measured as tem-
perature is changed [18]. Indeed the water core radius increases approximatively from 50 to 60 A
as the X ratio increases from 1.376 to 1.563 [25].

4. Conclusion.

In pure fluids, interactions are essentially a function of temperature. In microemulsion systems
several experimental studies have shown that interactions between W/0 droplets are also depen-
dent on many others parameters such as the micellar size or the chemical nature of the compo-
nents. Therefore, in these systems, the phase transition may be controlled not only by tempera-
ture but also by any parameter which affects the interactions. Huang had shown recently that
the carbon number of oil can be used as a variable to approach the critical point [18]. In this Let-
ter we have shown that the droplet size which is directly related to the water over surfactant
ratio X is also a « critical » variable. Our results identify a parallel between the two variables
temperature and X that is consistent with the fact that phase separation is due to interactions.
The critical phenomenon of the ternary microemulsion system AOT-water-decane, as measur-

ed by the divergences of the correlation length and the scattered intensity is well described by
power laws. Depending upon the path of approach to the critical point (X scan or temperature),
the exponents v and y take the Ising or the renormalized Ising values.
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